
Sweat Baths – Fever baths 
 

In the original “Cancer Program” sheet, it recommends “Fever 

baths” to bring your temperature up to 103 degrees for 10 

minutes for the first 3 weeks.  I would highly recommend you 

check with your medical professional if your body can handle 

an artificially induced elevated temperature. 

 

There are a number of ways you can elevate your temperature, with a hot bath or 

shower, put your feet in a hot bucket of water and drink hot broth while wrapped 

up in a number of blankets, and with a dry or wet sauna.  I 

could not afford to drive 27 miles to where there was a 

YMCA that had a sauna as well as pay their fees.  Making or 

buying saunas can also be very spendy.  I finally purchased a 

small personal moist steam sauna to use.  It seemed to work 

well for me.   

 

The purpose of raising your temperature and sweating is to 

activate you immune system to get into action to fight 

infection.  The sweating is a wonderful method of using the 

largest organ of your body to expulse harmful toxins and 

substances from your body. 

 

My Schedule: 
 

Set Up: 

Turn the heater on to make steam 

Set up my computer so I could listen to a sermon or lecture. 

(Makes the time go faster) 

Have a glass of hot water with fresh squeezed lemon juice in 

it. (2 Tbs./glass-amount is personal preference, I also added a 

tiny bit of stevia) 

Ice pack in a cloth bag and a wash cloth to put under it 

the ice pack. 

Thermometer 

Chair in sauna with a towel draped over it and a folded 

towel to sit on.  (This helped so where I sat didn’t get too 

hot and the towel hanging down kept the steam from 

hitting the back of my legs) 

Wash cloth to wipe the sweat from my face. (Definitely a 

comfort thing!) 

 



Ready, Go! 

1. Start what I want to listen to. 

2. Get into the now warming sauna and 

zip it up. 

3. Reach out of arm hole and get hot 

lemon water to drink. 

4. As soon as I start feeling warm put 

the cold pack on my head to keep 

my head cool. 

5. When I feel like I am really hot take 

my temperature. Check it 

periodically, when it is up to upper 

101 or starting 102 degrees I call Loren my husband to come and be with 

me.  Feel that it is best to have someone with you.  Just in case there are any 

problems that might develop. When my temperature reached a desired 

amount and I felt I could not stand it any longer I would get out and go take 

a warm shower going from hot to cold 3 times. 

6. After drying off I would put sweats on and a towel around my head then get 

in bed with the covers over me. I would finish sweating and have a slow 

cool down. 

7. After cooling down I go and to a quick rinse off with warm water and end 

with cold. 

8. Dry off and get dressed. 

9. Last I would wipe down the inside of the sauna and remove the chair, hang 

up the towels to dry. 

10. Last I would set up the fan inside to blow it dry, thus keeping it from getting 

mildew and ready for the next time. 

 

Notes: 

 I usually stopped when my temperature was 102.8 – felt 

I could only tolerate it that high.  Other times it was in 

the upper 101 and lower 102 range. 

 Try not to get chilled as this can have a negative effect. 

 As a following routine I have been doing a sweat bath 

each month after I do the my monthly liver cleanse 

 

 

 

 

 


